WHO SHOULD USE THIS DATA COLLECTION?
Anyone who needs to use the data from the graduate admissions systems that are being collected in the Data Warehouse, for operational support or institutional analysis. This includes things such as:
- Applicant biographic/demographic information from the admissions application
- Standardized test scores
- Prior institutions attended
- Admissions decisions

WHAT TYPES OF BUSINESS QUESTIONS CAN I ANSWER USING THE GRADUATE ADMISSIONS COLLECTION?
- How many people applied to my program? How many were offered admission, and of those admitted, how many accepted the offer?
- What is the breakdown by ethnicity of the applicants in a specific entering year (cohort)?
- Have admissions acceptance trends changed over the past 5 years, and if so, in what graduate groups (majors)?

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION
- Data refreshed daily from the CollegeNet (CN) System. Submitted applications and applications from CN Admit module when a decision is present.
- Data refreshed ad-hoc / annually via spreadsheet uploads from the schools and graduate/professional programs that do not use CollegeNet.
- Converted data from prior GradAdmissions AY collection from years 2011-2015. (conversion also included some very limited pre-2011 data)
- Security is based on school/grad group.
- Collection info on the DW website.

ADDITIONAL DATA COLLECTION INFORMATION
- Business Objects Universe: Grad Admissions CN Reporting
- Request access to the collection here by selecting Data Warehouse, Graduate Admissions. Indicate on the form the school and graduate groups you need.